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Private VET association recognized by the Italian
Ministry of Labour 
48 members = 120 VET centres based in 11
regions + Autonomous Province of Trento
SCF Staff : 13 people
Association Staff : 2226 people including 1456
teachers/trainers
30826 learners (young and adults especially
vulnerable learners)
2807 training paths = 17727646 training hours

our identity card



catering, hospitality, tourism, food, wellness
(beauty and hairdressing), industrial
mechanics, automotive, mechatronics,
electrical and electronics, ICTs, thermo-
hydraulics, graphics, agriculture, fashion
(textiles and footwear), wood and
construction

A variety of professional fields
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The INN Project

is one of SCF's main tools for
disseminating technological and
methodological innovations to
its members and equipping
human resources with the
necessary skills to manage
innovative teaching
methodologies



the INN Project

aims to support the consolidation of innovative teaching/learning
methodologies to be adopted in line with the organizational models of the VET
centres
envisages stable training of the trainers in a national context, on emerging
issues related to digital skills and innovative pedagogical approaches  (=
greater level of customization and capillarity of the action)
supports the renovation of learning settings (spaces and tools) consistent with
the organisation's methodological choices, with state-of-the-art equipment.
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The INN Project: emergency actions
infrastructural resources

G-Suite domain including technical support: used today by 17
members (483 trainers + 2800 learners)
2200 Google Enterprise for Education licences for 6 members to
guarantee distane learning/teaching in a virtual environment
with both synchronous and asynchronous groups + possibility
to record synchronous activities 
400000 € to buy new devices to support distance
learning/teaching (744 Chromebook bought soon at the
emerging of Covid and devices acquired then in July 2020)



The INN Project: emergency actions
training of the trainers

10 open webinars with the aim of supporting the
start-up of distance learning very soon after 1st
lockdown (937 registered participants from 39
members).
Online workshops (55 modules) organized and
delivered for 20 members (= 400 trainers involved)
related to the use of specific applications in different
teaching settings with a focus on methodologies
suitable for integrated teaching.
A training course to help gaining Google
certifications (level 1 and 2) for teachers: 136
enrolled trainers from 22 members (a new training
is ongoing with 55 trainers from 11 members).



The INN Project: how is it evolving?
Training of trainers: greater focus on educational
and relational aspects, characteristics and needs
of our learners, managing an increasingly
complex group, training methodologies, etc.
Learning spaces: to support collaborative,
participative and customized educational
practices, flexible pathways, diversification of
practices and approaches, etc. to meet different
educational needs, but also styles and times.
Modernisation of workshops: to further promote
the opening of the training centre to the territory
both in terms of services and adaptation to the
market needs.


